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An Examination of Work Instability, Functional
Impairment, and Disease Activity in Employed
Patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis
ALYSSA MACEDO, STEPHEN OAKLEY, NICOLA GULLICK, and BRUCE KIRKHAM

ABSTRACT. Objective. To evaluate the relationship between the Disease Activity Score 28-joint count (DAS28),
Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ), and Rheumatoid Arthritis-Work Instability Scale (RA-
WIS); and to define thresholds for clinical assessments associated with moderate to high RA-WIS.
Methods. Employed patients with RA were evaluated using DAS28, HAQ, and RA-WIS during
routine clinics. Relationships between these assessments were evaluated by simple correlation.
Multiple linear regression modeling was performed using RA-WIS as an outcome variable and
HAQ, DAS28, age, sex, occupation, and disease duration as input variables. Receiver-operating
characteristic curves were then formulated to determine optimal DAS28, and HAQ cutoff points for
RA-WIS ≥ 10, along with the odds ratio (OR).
Results. Ninety patients with RA completed the RA-WIS, which was moderately correlated with
DAS28 (r =0.53) and HAQ (r = 0.66). Fifty-four percent of RA-WIS was explained by DAS28 (p =
0.002), HAQ (p = 0.001), and sex (p = 0.04). A DAS28 of 3.81 and HAQ of 0.55 were clinically
important thresholds. High DAS28 and HAQ were associated with high RA-WIS (ORDAS 14.17,
ORHAQ 25.13, ORDAS+HAQ 29.9).
Conclusion. Functional impairment and disease activity significantly and independently contributed
to patient-perceived work instability risk. (First Release Jan 15 2009; J Rheumatol 2009;36:225–30;
doi:10.3899/ jrheum.071001)
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Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, progressive, and dis-
abling disease affecting between 0.5% and 1.0% of the adult
population1. At the time of symptom onset about half are of
working age2. Although some individuals with RA may be
work-disabled prior to diagnosis3, the greatest increase in
work disability occurs in the first 3 years of disease4. The
Early RA study (ERAS), a prospective longitudinal study,
reported that 22% of participants who were employed at
enrolment had stopped working after 5 years because of
their RA5. At least one-third of individuals with RA will
leave employment prematurely, although this may vary
depending on socioeconomic factors6. This is a major con-
cern, as participation in paid work is a major life role and

source of identity for most adults6. Lack of these productive
roles has a negative effect on overall health as defined by the
World Health Organisation7, as well as a significant eco-
nomic burden on the individual and society1.

Historically, work disability outcomes involved measure-
ment of work loss, as either work days lost or the receipt of
work disability financial benefits6,8. Recent research has
shown that there is limited success in reducing work dis-
ability by intervening once work loss has occurred9. These
data have generated a change in emphasis. The focus of out-
come measurement and intervention is now changing to
investigating how people with arthritis function in their
work roles8,10,11. This shift in focus has led to the develop-
ment of measures for screening those at risk of work dis-
ability or decreased productivity while still at work.

Until recently there were few measures available to eval-
uate patient-perceived work disability risk. The RA-Work
Instability Scale (RA-WIS; Leeds Rheumatoid Arthritis
Instability Scale, ©2001 The University of Leeds, all rights
reserved) fills this gap by measuring the work instability risk
of individuals while they are employed12. The RA-WIS is a
screening tool for work instability: the consequence of a
mismatch between an individual’s functional ability and his
or her work tasks that threatens the individual’s continued
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employment if not resolved12. Work instability can be seen
as the precursor to work loss, with a fluctuating level that
may be reversed.

The RA-WIS is a self-report measure that enables
patients to indicate the extent to which their RA has affect-
ed them individually at work. Outcome Measures in
Rheumatoid Arthritis Clinical Trials (OMERACT) strongly
supports using tools like the RA-WIS that consider the
patient’s perspective8. Using this tool, patients are identified
as having a low, medium, or high risk of work instability,
indicating a need for further intervention. Although work
instability itself is an important outcome, the main weakness
of this tool is that the predictive power of the RA-WIS for
actual job loss remains unclear.

Currently, rheumatologists commonly use 2 standardized
outcome measures, the Disease Activity Score 28-joint
count (DAS28), which measures RA disease activity, and
the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ), which meas-
ures functional status. The relationship of these measures to
work instability risk has not been researched. In addition,
the relevance of predefined threshold levels of these meas-
ures commonly used to guide treatment, e.g., remission, low
or high disease activity defined by the DAS28, to work
instability is unclear. A greater understanding of these rela-
tionships may assist in provision of timely intervention to
prevent work loss. In this study, we examined the relation-
ship of the DAS28 and HAQ with the RA-WIS.

The objectives of our study were: (1) to evaluate the rela-
tionship between RA-WIS scores and a range of clinical
assessments including DAS28, HAQ-Disability Index
(HAQ-DI), age, sex, disease duration, and occupational cat-
egory; and (2) to define thresholds for clinical assessments
(DAS28, HAQ, and age) associated with moderate to high
RA-WIS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design. This was a cross-sectional study examining 3 standardized
quantitative measures, DAS28, HAQ, and RA-WIS, in a sample of
employed patients with RA.

Patients. Patients with RA involved in part-time or full-time paid employ-
ment attending routine specialized inflammatory arthritis clinics, at Guy’s
and St. Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK, were evaluated.
Ethics approval was obtained from the Bexley and Greenwich Ethics of
Human Research Committee.

Recruitment procedure and data collection. Employed patients with RA
attending routine rheumatology clinics were offered an opportunity to com-
plete the written questionnaires (the HAQ and RA-WIS) before seeing their
rheumatologist. The DAS28 score was obtained independently by the treat-
ing rheumatologists. Demographic details were obtained from chart review.
Patients were categorized as “white collar” (professional) if they were man-
agers/senior officials, or involved in professional occupations, associate
professional and technical occupations, or administrative and secretarial
occupations. They were categorized as “blue collar workers” (manual
labor) if they were involved in skilled trades occupations, personal service
occupations, sales and customer service occupations, process, plant and
machine operatives, or elementary occupations, based on the UK Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC2000). Data were collected and scored by

the research occupational therapist. Data were stored according to the Data
Protection Act (1998).

Main standardized assessments. The RA-WIS is a self-administered writ-
ten questionnaire used to screen for patient-perceived risk of work disabil-
ity. It has been shown to have excellent test-retest reliability and good con-
tent and construct validity13. The questionnaire takes less than 5 min to
complete by checking “yes” or “no” boxes in a series of 23 questions. A
score is achieved by counting all the “yes” responses. The range of scores
is between 0 and 23. A higher score indicates a higher risk of work disabil-
ity. In validation of this tool, it was determined that a score of 10 or higher
identified 82% of those needing vocational intervention13. Therefore for
our study, a WIS ≥ 10 identified patients who were at increased risk of
work instability, and a WIS < 10 identified patients who were at low risk.

The DAS14 is widely used to quantify disease activity and gauge
response to treatment15. The DAS28 assesses 28 joints measuring tender
joints (28T), swollen joints (28S), erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR),
and a patient global assessment of their disease activity scored on a visual
analog scale (VAS)14. The DAS28 scores range from 0 to 10, indicating the
current activity of RA. By convention a DAS28 above 5.1 is regarded as
indicating high disease activity, while a DAS28 below 3.2 indicates low dis-
ease activity. Remission is defined as a DAS28 lower than 2.614,16-18.

The HAQ-DI is a standardized, self-administered, written questionnaire
developed to assess the extent of the patients’ functional ability across 8
categories19. The highest score for each of the 8 categories is summed
(range 0–24) and divided by 8 to yield a continuous scale (0–3) of func-
tional disability index. A higher score indicates greater functional disabili-
ty. For our study a cutoff of HAQ ≥ 1.0 indicated “impaired function” and
a HAQ < 1.0 indicated “good function” based on key research in the
field20,21.

Statistical analysis. First, the relationships between RA-WIS and clinical
data (DAS28, HAQ, age, sex, disease duration, and occupation) were eval-
uated by Pearson correlation or t test. A further analysis was completed
with multiple linear regression modeling using RA-WIS as the dependent
output variable and HAQ, DAS28, age, sex, disease duration, and occupa-
tional category as input variables.

Second, receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves were construct-
ed to empirically determine the optimal DAS28, HAQ, and age thresholds
associated with moderate–high work instability (RA-WIS ≥ 10), along
with the odds ratio (OR; odds of association). The performance of DAS28
and HAQ using these empirically determined thresholds was compared to
other commonly used thresholds. These included the DAS28 threshold of
5.1 used to define “high disease activity,” DAS28 of 2.6 used to define
“remission,” and the HAQ threshold of 1.0 used to define “severe function-
al impairment.” The OR was used as a guide to the overall diagnostic
performance.

These ROC curves provide an indication of optimal clinical thresholds
to indicate patients with increased patient-perceived work disability risk.
The curve considers all cutoff points that give a unique pair of values for
sensitivity (proportion of individuals who are correctly identified as being
at high risk of work instability) and specificity (proportion of individuals
who are correctly identified as being at low risk of work instability). The
ROC curve plots sensitivity against 1 minus the specificity (thus comparing
the probabilities of a positive test result in those with and without work
instability). The optimal cutoff point is located closest to the top left corner
of the ROC curve, indicating maximum specificity and sensitivity.

RESULTS
Demographic summary and analysis of the relationships
among DAS28, HAQ, and RA-WIS by simple correlation.
Approximately 120 employed patients with RA attending
routine specialized inflammatory clinics were approached
over a 6-month period and 75% completed the RA-WIS. A
total of 90 employed patients with RA completed the RA-
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WIS; 78% (n = 70) were women and 22% (n = 20) were
men. The mean age was 48.3 years (range 20–69). Data on
disease duration were available for 86 patients (mean 9.7 ±
standard deviation 8.8, range 0–38 yrs). Occupational clas-
sification was available for 77 (86%). These patients were
categorized as blue collar 13% (n = 10) or white collar 87%
(n = 67). DAS28 scores were available for 80 patients, HAQ
for 79, and RA-WIS for 90. The mean DAS28 score was
3.67 ± 1.54 (range 0.80–7.00), mean HAQ 0.90 ± 0.74
(range 0–2.63), and mean WIS 8.97 ± 6.58 (range 0–22)
(Table 1). Fifty-four percent (n = 49) of patients were at low
risk of work instability (WIS < 10) and 46% (n = 41) were
at risk (WIS ≥ 10). The correlation of RA-WIS with DAS28
was r = 0.53, p = 0.001, and with HAQ r = 0.66, p = 0.001.
There was no correlation > 0.3 with any other variable: age
(r = 0.004, p = 0.97), sex (r = –0.007, p = 0.95), disease
duration (r = 0.16, p = 0.132), or occupational category (r =
0.09, p = 0.45). DAS28 correlated with HAQ (r = 0.56, p =
0.001) (Table 2).

An evaluation of the relationship between DAS28, HAQ, and
RA-WIS by regression modeling. An initial multiple linear
regression model containing all 6 input variables found that
DAS28, HAQ, and sex significantly influenced RA-WIS (R2

= 0.55). Removal of the 2 least-significant input variables
(age and occupational category) improved the model only
marginally (R2 = 0.5536), leaving 4 input variables (DAS,
HAQ, disease duration, and sex). Disease duration did not
correlate significantly with RA-WIS. Addition of an interac-
tion term (DAS28 × HAQ) improved the model marginally,
but neither the new variable nor disease duration was signif-
icant. In the final model (Table 3), DAS28 and HAQ showed
strong independent positive correlations with RA-WIS

scores. Male sex was also independently associated with
higher RA-WIS (p = 0.02). In this model, DAS28, HAQ,
and sex explained 54% of the variability in RA-WIS scores
(R2 = 0.57; adjusted R2 = 0.54).

Defining thresholds for clinical assessments by ROC curve
analysis. A ROC curve analysis (Figure 1 and 2) revealed
the optimal DAS28 threshold, indicating work instability to
be 3.81 (sensitivity 0.76, specificity 0.82, OR 14.17). A
DAS28 threshold of 5.0 was less sensitive (0.41) but more
specific (0.95), with a lower overall performance (OR
13.10) (Table 4). A DAS28 threshold of 2.6 was more sensi-
tive (0.88) but less specific (0.51), with a worse overall per-
formance (OR 7.58).

The optimal HAQ threshold of 0.55 yielded sensitivity of
0.92, specificity 0.68, and OR 25.13. A HAQ threshold of
1.0 was less sensitive for work instability (0.68) but more
specific (0.78), with worse performance (OR 8.33). Having
both a DAS28 of greater than 3.81 and HAQ greater than
0.55 defined the moderate-high RA-WIS group with high
sensitivity (0.90) and specificity (0.76) and carried the
strongest overall association with moderate-high RA-WIS
(OR 29.87). There was no meaningful age threshold identi-
fied, and neither sex nor occupational status appeared to be
associated with moderate-high RA-WIS.

DISCUSSION
Work disability is a well known consequence of RA. Recent
research has shown that there is limited success in reducing
work disability once work loss has occurred. Therefore there
is a significant need to identify patients at risk of work loss
and to intervene early. The RA-WIS is a novel patient-ori-
ented assessment tool that measures patient-perceived work
instability risk. Currently, the RA-WIS is infrequently used
in rheumatology clinics. Rheumatologists commonly aim
for disease remission (DAS28 ≤ 2.6) and reduction in func-
tional impairment (HAQ < 1.0). However, a clear under-
standing of the relationship between these measures and any
threshold values relevant to patient-perceived work instabil-
ity risk is not available. Our study was the first to examine
the relationship among disease activity (DAS28), functional
impairment (HAQ), and work instability (RA-WIS). A
greater understanding of these relationships may assist in
provision of timely intervention to prevent work loss.
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Table 1. DAS28, HAQ, WIS, age, and disease duration data.

n Minimum Maximum Mean (SD)

DAS28 80 0.80 7.00 3.7 (1.5)
HAQ 79 0.00 2.63 0.90 (0.7)
WIS 90 0 22 9 (6.6)
Age, yrs 90 20 69 48.2 (11.6)
Disease
duration, yrs 86 0 38 9.7 (8.8)

DAS28: Disease Activity Score 28-joint count; HAQ: Health Assessment
Questionnaire; WIS: Work Instability Scale.

Table 2. Analysis of DAS28, HAQ, sex, occupation, age, disease duration,
and WIS by simple correlation.

n r p

DAS28 80 0.53 0.001
HAQ 79 0.66 0.001
Sex 90 –0.007 0.95
Occupation 77 0.088 0.45
Age, yrs 90 0.004 0.97
Disease duration, yrs 86 0.16 0.13

Table 3. Multiple linear regression for influences on RheumatoidArthritis-
Work Instability Scale. Number of observations = 70, r2 = 0.57, adjusted
r2 = 0.5364.

Input Variable Coefficient (95% CI) p

DAS28 1.27 (0.58, 3.03) 0.004
HAQ score 4.75 (3.69, 11.78) < 0.001
DAS28 × HAQ –0.71 (–1.64, 0.2) 0.123
Sex, male 3.16 (0.49, 5.83) 0.021
Disease duration 0.04 (–0.07, 0.16) 0.451
Constant 0.44 (–2.37, 3.25) 0.756
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Figure 1. Receiver-operation characteristic (ROC) curves defining Disease
Activity Score 28-joint count (DAS-28), Health Assessment Questionnaire
(HAQ), and age thresholds associated with moderate-high work instability
(RA-WIS ≥ 10). The ROC curves map sensitivity vs 1 minus specificity of
various thresholds for each test. The optimum threshold is the point on the
curve closest to the top left corner (maximum sensitivity and specificity).
It also indicates the threshold that will have the largest odds ratio.

Figure 2.A comparison of Disease Activity Score 28-joint count (DAS28) and Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) clinically meaningful cutoffs among
patients with RA who are work-instable (RA-WIS ≥ 10). These scatter plots provide a useful visual representation of RA-WIS, HAQ, and DAS28 scores.
They compare the newly proposed clinical thresholds for patient-perceived work disability risk (DAS28 > 3.81 and HAQ > 0.55) to the commonly accepted
thresholds for actual work loss (HAQ ≥ 1.0 and DAS28 > 2.6). These findings illustrate that the probability of type I errors (false-positives) is lowered with
a DAS28 > 3.81, and the sensitivity improved with a HAQ > 0.55.
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We found that DAS28 and HAQ both significantly and
independently contributed to patient-perceived risk of work
instability. RA-WIS scores were more strongly correlated to
functional impairment (HAQ) than to disease activity
(DAS28). This is supported by the literature, which consis-
tently identifies work disability risk as more strongly relat-
ed to functional scores than to measures of disease activi-
ty20,21. As the WIS and HAQ are both patient-derived meas-
ures relating to patient activities, it would be logical for this
relationship to exist. There may have been less of a correla-
tion with disease activity due to our particular patient demo-
graphic (more severe, more longstanding disease). It has
been suggested that clinical disease characteristics are more
important determinants of work loss in early RA, but the
influence becomes less important over the years22. As our
patient group had disease duration of years, those in more
active jobs may have already lost employment. An inception
cohort study is needed to answer this question, although our
area is dominated by office-based employment.

Linear regression analysis illustrated that disease activity
and functional status explained about half (54%) of the work
instability measure. This is consistent with recent research
illustrating that even though measures of disease activity
and severity are important risk factors, they only partially
predict risk of work disability9. Studies exploring work loss
suggest that the remaining factors are made up of a complex
interplay among individuals with RA, their occupation, and
the environment6. One review of work disability risk and
RA identified consistent predictors of leaving work prema-
turely as physically demanding work, lack of autonomy at
work, higher levels of pain, lower functional status, and
lower education level21. Many of these factors may increase
risk of work disability for individuals regardless of their
rheumatic disease or disease activity.

When considering the patient’s perspective, a number of
other factors have been identified that may contribute to
variability in WIS. Patients identified fatigue as a more
important threat than any other factor6. In a qualitative
study, patients with RA identified 4 main areas for prevent-
ing work loss: reducing physical barriers to work, maintain-
ing autonomy and ability to change practice in the work-

place, maintaining social networks and ability to interact
with employers and coworkers, and understanding patients’
perspectives regarding motivation and work23. Therefore the
factors not identified here contributing to variation in WIS
scores may be explained by factors outside the remit of
rheumatologists. This suggests there is an important role for
a multidisciplinary team effort, e.g., occupational therapy or
other vocationally oriented interventions, to improve these
factors and subsequently reduce work disability.

The secondary objective was empirically to determine
clinically meaningful thresholds of DAS28 and HAQ meas-
ures associated with work instability (RA-WIS). We found
that a DAS28 threshold of 3.81 and a HAQ threshold of 0.55
had the highest sensitivity and specificity with RA-WIS val-
ues greater than 10.0. Clinically meaningful DAS28 and
HAQ cutoffs have not previously been investigated in rela-
tion to measures of work instability such as the RA-WIS.
When comparing our ROC data to the previously quoted tar-
gets of a DAS28 of 2.6 and HAQ of 1.0, which are predic-
tive of actual work loss, they differ significantly20,21.
Previous research has shown that the baseline HAQ score
was the most important predictor of actual work disability24.

As we were measuring work instability, potentially a pre-
cursor to work loss, it is logical that the HAQ threshold was
lower and more sensitive to identify patients at an earlier
stage of impairment. Conversely, the DAS28 cutoff was sub-
stantially higher than the previously proposed target. Since
our sample consisted of a majority of non-manual workers,
it is reasonable that the level was higher than previously pro-
posed, as disease activity would likely affect work instabili-
ty at a higher level compared to other studies including high-
er numbers of manual workers.

Our data concerning ROC-derived thresholds have some
similarities to those derived from research into patient-
defined acceptable levels of disease. The concept of patients
reporting levels of disease at which they feel acceptably well
is encapsulated in the patient-acceptable symptom-state
(PASS)25. This concept has been evaluated to a small extent
in RA. The largest study to date investigated patient-related
and disease activity measures in 884 patients with RA of dif-
fering levels of disease activity, in relation to a standard
question that asked if they felt their disease was at an accept-
able level26. ROC curve analysis of a threshold of DAS28
levels for this patient-acceptable symptom-state gave a value
of 3.84, remarkably similar to that found in our ROC analy-
sis relating DAS28 to RA-WIS values of 3.81. That study
showed that the most useful indicators of the PASS in those
patients were patient-derived scores of global RA activity,
with the least useful being measures of acute-phase reac-
tants. These results support previous studies showing a
divergence between disease activity measures, which often
focus on inflammation, and patient-related outcome meas-
ures. In the above study26 the threshold value for HAQ in
relation to the PASS was 1.22, suggesting that our ROC
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Table 4. Clinical associations with work instability (RA-WIS ≥ 10).

Clinical Variable Sensitivity Specificity OR (95% CI)

DAS28 > 3.81 0.76 0.82 14.17 (4.79, 41.93)
DAS28 > 5.00 0.41 0.95 13.10 (2.77, 61.90)
DAS28 > 2.60 0.88 0.51 7.58 (2.46, 23.38)
HAQ > 0.55 0.92 0.68 25.13 (6.51, 96.94)
HAQ > 1.00 0.68 0.78 8.33 (2.92, 23.72)
DAS28 > 3.81 and 0.90 0.76 29.87 (7.47, 119.47)
HAQ > 0.55

Age > 55.5 yrs 0.29 0.59 0.65 (0.27, 1.58)
Sex, male 0.17 0.73 0.57 (0.20, 1.60)
Occupation, blue collar 0.70 0.85 0.91 (0.24, 3.45)
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data, relating HAQ to RA-WIS values demonstrating a
threshold of 0.55, show lower levels of impairment being
reflected in patient concerns about work performance.

There were several limitations to our study. First, it
should be remembered that the RA-WIS threshold of 10.0
has not been validated against actual work loss. Second, data
were collected from a sample who were primarily white col-
lar workers, typical of this geographical area; therefore, gen-
eralizability may be limited. Third, the effect of other vari-
ables was not collected in this preliminary study, i.e.,
employee support and work environmental issues, although
these may have been helpful in determining the unexplained
variation in RA-WIS. To resolve these limitations, further
longitudinal, cross-site, larger studies are needed to deter-
mine the effect of the DAS28 and HAQ on WIS and the
other variables involved.

Our study suggests that functional impairment and dis-
ease activity significantly and independently contribute to
patient-perceived work disability risk. HAQ has stronger
correlation to patient-perceived work instability risk, which
is supported by the literature. As the HAQ and DAS28
explain only about half of the variability of the RA-WIS,
other factors as discussed above are very important, sug-
gesting that a multidisciplinary, vocationally-oriented
approach would be useful to optimize work performance.
ROC curve analysis showed that in a predominantly seden-
tary working population, a DAS28 ≤ 3.8 and a HAQ ≤ 0.55
were the most sensitive and specific thresholds relating to
moderate to poor RA-WIS levels.
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